Modern views on learning and memory accept the notion of biological constraints-that the formation of association is not uniform across all stimuli. Yet cellular evidence of the encoding of selective associations is lacking. Here, conditioned stimuli (CSs) and unconditioned stimuli (USs) commonly employed in two basic associative learning paradigms, fear conditioning and taste aversion conditioning, were delivered in a manner compatible with a functional cellular imaging technique (Arc cellular compartmental analysis of temporal gene transcription by fluorescence in situ hybridization [catFISH]) to identify biological constraints on CS -US convergence at the level of neurons in basolateral amygdala (BLA). Results indicate coincident Arc mRNA activation within BLA neurons after CS-US combinations that yield rapid, efficient learning, but not after CS-US combinations that do not.
Early theories of learning and memory, grounded on the philosophy of associationism (Locke 1690) , and empirical work in classical conditioning (Watson 1913; Pavlov 1927; Guthrie 1952) , assumed that any stimulus could be associated with another stimulus with equal ease. This notion of equipotentiality in associative learning was effectively abandoned with the publication of several key reports (Breland and Breland 1961; Garcia and Koelling 1966; Garcia et al. 1974) , which made it evident that some stimulus pairs formed associations with ease, whereas others developed slowly (or not at all). For example, tastes as conditioned stimuli (CSs) were readily associated with unconditioned stimuli (USs) (e.g., LiCl) that induce gastrointestinal malaise leading to the emergence of learned taste aversions, whereas the very same taste CSs were ineffective cues for signaling shock USs. Conversely, a light/noise CS readily associated with a shock US to produce conditioned fear responses, but not with a LiCl US. Behavioral evidence of biologically predisposed associations continues to accumulate along with consideration of the adaptive function of selective associations (Hinde and Stevenson-Hinde 1973; Domjan 2005) . What has been missing from this analysis is evidence of the neural and cellular mechanisms, which predispose some associations and not others.
It is widely assumed that the association of CS and US occurs at brain sites where information about the two converge (Thompson 1986; Abrams et al. 1991; Fanselow and Poulos 2005) . In both fear and taste aversion conditioning, the basolateral nucleus of amygdala (BLA) appears to be a critical locus of CS -US association (Davis 1997; Fendt and Fanselow 1999; LeDoux 2000; Kim and Jung 2006; Barot et al. 2008 Barot et al. , 2009 . Despite the possibility of anatomical overlap, effective CSs in fear conditioning (context, tone) and taste aversion learning (novel tastes) show little efficacy when utilized in the alternative conditioning paradigm. Here we used Arc cellular compartmental analysis of temporal gene transcription by fluorescence in situ hybridization (catFISH) (Guzowski et al. 1999) , to identify populations of neurons displaying Arc (or Arg3.1) activation during single trial associative conditioning in rats to determine whether biologically predisposed associations yield evidence of convergence onto individual BLA neurons, whereas stimulus pairings that are ineffective do not.
Experimentally naive adult male Sprague Dawley rats (initially weighing 300-350 g) were individually housed and maintained on a reverse 12-h light/dark cycle (lights on at 19:00 h) with ad libitum access to food and water, except during the experiment. All experiments were conducted during the dark phase of the cycle and in accordance with guidelines approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Washington.
Two separate studies (behavioral and catFISH) were run. In each, animals were randomly assigned to groups (n ¼ 6 rats per group): novel taste CS (0.5% saccharin solution) paired with LiCl US (0.15 M, 15 mL/kg body weight) (T-L group); novel taste CS paired with footshock US (2 mA, 5 sec) (T-S group); novel context CS paired with LiCl US (C-L group); and novel context CS paired with footshock US (C-S group) (Fig. 1A) . The C-S and T-S groups were conditioned in a modular operant test chamber (27 cm × 28 cm × 30.5 cm; wiped with 5% ammonium hydroxide solution; Coulbourn Instruments) located in a sound attenuating chamber. The grid floor was composed of 16 stainless steel bars (4.5 mm diameter) spaced 17.5 mm center to center and wired to a Coulbourn precision-regulated animal shocker. The T-L and C-L groups were conditioned in a different Coulbourn chamber (octagonal: 26.5 cm diameter × 25 cm height; wiped with 5% ammonium hydroxide solution) in a separate sound chamber.
Animals receiving novel taste as a CS (regardless of US type) were pre-exposed to the chamber for 10 d to reduce the salience of the context that interferes with appetitive behavior (Barot et al. 2009 ). Beginning on day 5 of pre-exposure and for subsequent days, animals were placed on water restriction to promote prompt saccharin intake during the 5 min of saccharin availability during training (day 11) and testing (day 12). During training, after 5 min of saccharin consumption, the solution bottle was removed, and after 20 min, animals received either an i.p. injection of LiCl or a footshock. After an additional 5 min in the chamber, they were either placed back in their home cage (behavioral groups) or sacrificed immediately (catFISH groups). Animals presented with novel context as a CS received either a footshock or LiCl injection 25 min after introduction into the chamber and remained in the chamber for an additional 5 min before either being placed back in their home cage (behavioral groups) or sacrificed immediately (catFISH groups). The memory retention tests (behavioral groups) were carried out 24 h after training. The taste CS animals were placed back in the chamber and permitted to drink saccharin solution for 5 min. Saccharin intake was determined by measuring the solution bottle weight before and after 5 min. The context CS animals were placed back in the chamber for 8 min; freezing behavior was measured via a 24-cell infrared activity monitor mounted on top of the chamber and connected to the Coulbourn Instrument LabLinc Habitest Universal Linc System (cf. Lee and Kim 1998) . Final group sizes were reduced by the exclusion of one animal in the behavioral study and six animals in the catFISH study. This was due to tissue damage, which interfered with scoring of tissue or behavioral anomalies including failure to freeze during testing (freezing score .3 SD from the rest of the group) or jumping out of the cage. Final n's in the groups in the catFISH study were T-L ¼ 4, T-S ¼ 5, C-L ¼ 4, and C-S ¼ 5.
Animals used for catFISH analysis in the BLA (Fig. 2) were exposed to the same CS -US conditioning experiences outlined previously, but were sacrificed 5 min after LiCl or footshock administration to allow US-induced Arc mRNA expression (Barot et al. 2008 (Barot et al. , 2009 ). Prior work using catFISH analysis and these conditioning paradigms established that little or no Arc mRNA expression is seen in BLA in control groups; namely groups exposed to familiar tastes or contexts, "no shock" or injected with saline rather than LiCl (Barot et al. 2008 (Barot et al. , 2009 .
In the present experiment, animals in the catFISH study exhibited comparable inactivity and freezing during training as those used in behavioral experiments (Supplemental Fig. S1 ). Immediately after training, brains were rapidly extracted (,1 min), fresh frozen, and stored at 280˚C. Forebrain tissue was sectioned into 20-mm coronal slices using a cryostat and mounted onto slides. The BLA region (anteroposterior, 22.7 + 0.1 mm from bregma) was selected for in situ hybridization. Digoxigenin-labeled Arc riboprobes were generated from a modified cDNA plasmid (provided by P. Worley, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine) and fluorescent in situ hybridization for Arc was carried out using a standard procedure (Guzowski et al. 1999; Barot et al. 2008) . Arc signal was tagged using the Cyanine 3 TSA system (Perkin -Elmer); nuclei were counterstained using Sytox Green (Invitrogen). A corresponding region of BLA was analyzed per rat in the manner described previously (cf. Barot et al. 2008 Barot et al. , 2009 ). The experimenter was blind to group membership during image capture and data analysis. For each BLA, 21 1-mm-thick optical section images were acquired using a Leica SL microscope with a 20× objective lens using GrHe/Ne and argon lasers. Z-series stacks were combined and analyzed on the MetaMorph 6.0 program. Manual counting of Arc positive cells used the following standard: (1) Careful optical dissection was done to ensure that only neurons with fully intact nuclei were scored; (2) nuclei had to be present in the median plane of the Z-stack and fully present throughout the stack without damage to be scored; and (3) neurons were scored as being positive for cytoplasmic staining if a "halo" of signal was found to be encircling at least 75% of the nucleus. For neurons to be scored as positive for nuclear staining, robust foci with high saturation-≥230 luminescent on the red channel of the MetaMorph programwere required.
Freezing, saccharin volume consumption, and the number of Arc + cells were analyzed via one-way ANOVA and independent t-test (SPSS 11).
When memory retention was assessed the day following conditioning (in the behavioral study), rats demonstrated that they associated the sweet taste CS with LiCl but not with footshock (Fig. 1B) . Specifically, the saccharin consumption of taste -LiCl paired animals was significantly lower (evidence of conditioned taste aversion) than saccharin consumption of taste-footshock paired animals during 5 min in the test chamber (t (10) ¼ 2.48; P , 0.05). When context-conditioned animals were placed back in the conditioning chamber for an 8-min retention test, the context -footshock paired animals displayed robust conditioned freezing, whereas the context-LiCl paired animals did not (t (9) ¼ 5.11; P , 0.01) (Fig. 1C) . These behavioral data indicate that rats are biologically predisposed to promptly learn saccharin-LiCl and context -footshock associations, but not saccharin-footshock and context -LiCl associations, confirming and extending the original findings of Garcia and Koelling (1966) and Garcia et al. (1974) , and demonstrating that robust conditioned taste aversion and contextual fear conditioning can be acquired in a single trial using CS -US interstimulus interval (ISI) parameters that temporally correspond with catFISH analysis.
The saccharin CS-and context CS-induced Arc mRNA expressions localized to the cytoplasm of BLA neurons since the CS was presented 30 min before sacrifice (Fig. 3A) . No significant differences were seen in the number of BLA neurons showing cytoplasmic Arc signal within each CS type: saccharin-LiCl vs. saccharin-footshock, and context -LiCl vs. context -footshock (Fig. 3B,C) , although there was a trend toward greater responses in the effective conditioning (T-L and C-S) groups. Given that the US was delivered 5 min before sacrifice, LiCl and footshock exposure induced a punctate Arc mRNA signal that was confined to the nuclei of BLA neurons (Fig. 3A) . Our interpretation that the LiCl, and not the injection per se, was responsible for nuclear Arc is based on our prior work with identical procedures (Barot et al. 2008) , which demonstrated that, unlike LiCl injections, saline injections do not promote Arc mRNA in BLA neurons.
Importantly, the number of BLA neurons displaying dual cytoplasmic and nuclear expression of Arc mRNA was reliably greater after pairings that yield learning (saccharin-LiCl [t (7) ¼ 2.67, P , 0.05] and context -footshock [t (7) ¼ 2.67, P , 0.05]) than after pairings that fail to yield learning (saccharin-footshock and context -LiCl) (Fig. 3B,C) . Thus, for a given CS, dual Arc expression, indicative of convergent activation, was selective for the type of US that readily associated with it. This pattern was clearest with the saccharin CS, where the number of convergent cells was extremely low in the group that failed to learn. With the context CS, however, there was some discrepancy between the behavioral data and the catFISH analysis. Although context-LiCl paired animals exhibited no evidence of fear learning, some BLA cells did exhibit dual Arc + staining. The implication of these findings is that a novel context may weakly associate with an illness US. There is, in fact, evidence that contexts paired with illness can become aversive, although the conditioned response is a conditioned place aversion (CPA) not conditioned fear (White and Carr 1985) . Indeed we found that a mild CPA to the context could occur in a single trial using the temporal parameters employed in these conditioning studies (Supplemental Fig. S2 ).
Despite the long-standing behavioral evidence for selective, biologically constrained, learned associations, the present catFISH analysis provides the first molecular correlate for this phenomenon at the cellular level. The stimuli (CSs and USs) and temporal parameters employed in this study were clearly effective in promoting learning; but their effectiveness was selective, depending heavily on specific CS -US combinations. Moreover, convergent neuronal activation was evident after effective CS -US pairings (taste-LiCl; context -shock), but not after ineffective pairings (taste-shock). The demonstration of convergence of CS and US information onto individual BLA neurons replicates recent findings during the encoding of conditioned fear and conditioned taste aversion (Barot et al. 2008 (Barot et al. , 2009 ). However, the present findings demonstrate that such coincident activation is highly selective, dependent on the pairing of specific stimuli, and predictive as to whether a given pairing will be effective in promoting learning.
A caveat must be considered given that two different types of CSs were used. It is possible that 5 min of saccharin CS followed 20 min later with a footshock US resulted in poor trace pairing. Based on John Garcia and colleagues' extensive studies (e.g., Garcia and Koelling 1966; Garcia et al. 1974) , where this trace distinction was not present and yet associations were highly selective, it is unlikely that reduced taste-shock association is simply due to trace pairing. Also, in Barot et al. (2009) , 30-min placement in the context CS produced Arc + cells transiently (in both BLA and hippocampus), that is, only during the initial 5 min, suggesting that in this sense our context -shock procedure (with a long 25-min ISI) could also be considered trace pairing. It is likely that biologically predisposed associations can be based on a range of circuit and cellular properties, depending on the nature and modality of the stimuli involved. In the simplest cases, stimulus convergence may be precluded by information streams that show little or no anatomical overlap. A more challenging case is encountered when a single brain area, such as basolateral amygdala, is known to be a site of CS-US convergence for two different learning paradigms (Barot et al. 2008 (Barot et al. , 2009 ). The results presented here deal with this more complex situation and show that, although CS-US convergence Total number of cells in the BLA with dual Arc + activation, which is in both nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments, for T-L and T-S groups . The T-L group showed significantly more dual Arc + activation than the T-S group (t-test, * P , 0.05). (C ) (Left) Number of neurons showing Arc + staining in either the nucleus or cytoplasm in C-L (n ¼ 4), C-S (n ¼ 5) groups. (Right) Total number of cells in the BLA with dual Arc + activation, which is in both nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments, for C-L and C-S groups. The C-L group showed significantly more dual Arc + activation than the C-S group (t-test, * P , 0.05). Data are presented as mean + SEM.
Biologically predisposed learning www.learnmem.org for CTA and fear learning occur in amygdalar neurons, significant numbers of convergent cells are only seen with stimulus pairings that yield prompt learning. Thus, it appears that selective associations depend on highly specific interactions at the cellular and molecular level, which facilitate coincident activations for biologically predisposed stimulus pairs while precluding others. Perhaps, such highly selective information processing is essential for the diversity of functions in structures like the amygdala. Thus, specific microcircuits and cell signaling dynamics ensure that associations that are likely to provide significant survival benefits activate neurons in a convergent fashion and generate prompt learning. Such signaling dynamics are not recruited for stimulus associations with little likelihood of aiding an organism's fitness.
